Asbestos body concentrations in human lung: predictions from asbestos body counts in tissue sections with a mathematical model.
A mathematical model for predicting the concentration (Nv) of asbestos bodies (AB) in human tissue from the count (No) of these bodies in planar tissue sections is presented. The result is the equation Nv = No/[0.54 X A X (La + t)], giving the concentration of AB in numbers per gram of wet lung tissue. La, the average length (in microns) of the AB, is specific for each case; A is the area (square millimeters) of the tissue counted, and t is the thickness of the section (in microns). This equation fits experimental digestion results to a multiplicative error factor of less than 3. When an estimate of La, such as 51.6 microns, is used, the equation is less accurate but probably sufficiently accurate for the screening of lung specimens.